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Abstract - In this paper, we use a set of unified components to conduct granular modeling for problem solving paradigms in several fields of computing. Each identified component may represent a potential research direction in the field of granular computing. A granular computing model for information analysis is proposed. The model may suggest that granular computing is an instrument for implementing perception-based computing based on numeric computing. In addition, a novel granular language modeling technique is proposed for information extraction from web pages. This paper also suggests that the study of data mining in the framework of granular computing may address the issues of interpretability and usage of discovered patterns.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pioneer researchers in granular computing have studied this new emerging field from both high level philosophical or methodological perspectives [2,3,9,10] and from a mathematical instrumentation point of view [2,3,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,16]. It has been proposed that granular computing is an essential mechanism to achieve perception-based computing [2,3,9]. Some theories and instruments, such as fuzzy set, rough set, neighbourhood systems, and various logic languages and inference mechanisms are used to model information granulation and computing with granules [2,3,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,16]. In addition, granular computing has been used to categorize certain data mining tasks [6,13,14]. Nevertheless, there still lacks a relatively complete and detailed model of the granular computing paradigm that can be applied to characterize the problem solving process in different fields of computing. Therefore, this paper examines granular computing as a unified modeling framework to describe the problem solving paradigm in several different computing fields where human perceptions and understanding are essential. One of the advantages of modeling different domains from a unified granular perspective is that it enables us to extract crucial components of granular computing using a single formalism. Another advantage is that it helps to find previously unknown solutions for one domain based upon existing methods in another domain.

We first present a granular model for object-oriented software design. Second, we use the extracted components to present a relatively comprehensive granular model for information analysis. The developed model is then applied to web mining and computing with words. The model integrates perception-based computing with numeric computing. This result suggests that granular computing may be an instrument for implementing perception-based computing based on numeric computing.

II. GRANULAR MODELING OF OBJECT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE DESIGN

The objective of the object-oriented paradigm is to model an application domain based on how a human perceives the domain. This paradigm can be viewed as an instance of granular modeling. We can derive from the object-oriented paradigm some basic elements for granular modeling that can be shared by other domains. We start with an object, the basic unit of the object-oriented paradigm. An object can be viewed as a type of granule. It is described by its data members, member functions, and public interface. Therefore, a granule may be described by the current values of internal data (i.e., the status of the object), the operations applied to the internal data, and its relationships with other granules. We will refer to this type of representation of a granule as the basic representation. A group of functionally interacting objects can form a software module. A software module is also a type of granule. Such granules have two representations. One representation is the basic...
III. GRANULAR MODELING OF INFORMATION ANALYSIS

Information processed by a human can be modelled as granules and the relationships among granules. We assume that an individual perceives a granule by different senses, such as size, shape, color, sound, and so on. Each sense generates a signal with a certain level of intensity in an individual’s brain. Although the individual may not be able to explicitly quantify the level of intensity of a certain sense, internally the intensity level can be represented by a number. Therefore, the basic representation of a granule we discuss here is in certain form of numbers (The numbers here exclude the ones representing certain types of membership). For instance, a basic representation of a granule representing a time series includes a sequence of numbers. Please note that a granule may have multiple basic representations, each of which contains a different amount of information. Furthermore, we assume that the level of intensity of certain sense(s) perceived from a granule is immediately categorized into another granule by the brain. For instance, the level of intensity of sense of size may be categorized to a granule labelled as “big”. Therefore, a granule has composite representation that describes the fact that this granule is composed of a group of other heterogeneous or homogeneous granules with relationships among those granules. A hybrid representation of a granule contains partially a group of constituent granules and partially numbers.

Based on the concepts of granules mentioned above, a typical information analysis process can be described in figure 1. The process starts with a repository of raw data. Then, by granular modelling, an overall granule (referred to as A in figure 1) that represents the data set is generated. Through the decomposing process, the overall granule is gradually decomposed into groups of granules (referred to as B in figure 1) at proper granularity in composite representation. Subsequently, granules in composite representation are converted into ones in basic representation (referred to as C in figure 1) by the information extraction process. Now, the granules in basic representation can be transformed into other types of basic representation (referred to as D in figure 1) by all kinds of numerical computing methods that can be applied to the types of numbers embedded in granules. In other words, these numerical methods update the status of one or more granules. Example transformation for a granule representing a time series may include filtering, sampling, wavelet transformation, matrix transformation, and so on.

For simplicity, the algorithms that generate granules at a higher level, such as clustering, classification and pattern extraction are excluded from this category; instead, they are included in the process of information granulation. Information granulation generates different types of clusters on numerical data based on their similarity, proximity, correlation, association, functional interactions or trends. The resulting clusters form groups of new granules having a basic representation (referred to as E in figure 1). These new
granules are comprised of granules in D. The granules in D can be represented by the granules in E through the process of information abstraction. Information abstraction can be achieved through the processes of discretization and fuzzification of numerical values. The result of information abstraction is groups of granules having a composite or hybrid representation. Afterwards, a process, referred to as computing with granules, generates relationships among the granules in F and forms a granule-relationship map (referred to as G in figure 1). Finally the semantic enrichment process converts the granule-relationship map to a concept-relationship map that is comprehensible by humans. As one may notice that in figure 1, the groups of granules in composite representation referred to in B can be directly input to computing with granules model if they are already in suitable forms.

As illustrated in figure 1, the major research areas of granular computing include: granular modeling, decomposition, information extraction, granulation, information extraction, computing with granules, and semantic enrichment. Among them, information extraction, granulation, and information abstraction are the interfaces of granular computing with numerical computing. Therefore, building computational models and algorithms for these three components are the foundations of granular computing. Variety of data mining algorithms for clustering, classification, association mining, regression, and motif discovery can be used for granulation. From another perspective, if we view data mining as the granulation component in the whole picture of granular computing, it may help us to find formal ways to solve some challenging problems that data mining faces, such as interpretability of discovered patterns. The existing computing models that can be used for computing with granules include set theory, fuzzy logic, rough logic, probabilistic logic, possibility logic and others. More computing models are needed to deal with computing with granules that have complex relationship among their constituent granules. In the following sections, we will use the proposed granular model for information analysis to categorize web mining and computing with words.

IV. GRANULAR MODELING OF WEB MINING

For Web Mining, the data repository is a collection of web pages, where each page contains a set of links. If we...
The granular approach for information extraction can be easily extended to other domains where entities are part of a social network. This model reflects the fact that in order to evaluate an entity for a certain feature, one not only refers to the target entity itself, but also to the entities that have a relationship with the targeted entity.

The information extraction process converts a granule in a composite representation to a one in a basic representation. After that, various numerical transformation methods can be applied to the granules having a basic representation, such as latent semantic indexing (LSI) [5], generalized vector space modeling (GVSM) transformation [4] and so on. Here for simplicity, we assume the use of the equivalence transformation from C to D. In the process of information granularity, we put all the numbers associated with a word w in a single cluster. Therefore, each word becomes a word granule having a basic representation. For instance, the basic representation for the ith word granule is of the form: \( w_i = \{v_{i1}, v_{i2}, \ldots, v_{in}\} \), where \( v_{ij} \) is the weight of \( w_i \) in the jth page.

By computing with granules, we can generate various relationships among both word granules and page granules based on fuzzy set operations. For instance, the following relations can be derived among word granules:

**Correlation:** \( w_i \leftrightarrow w_j \), if and only if
\[
\frac{w_i \cap w_j}{w_i} > t_h \land \frac{w_i \cap w_j}{w_j} > t_h
\]

**Specification:** \( w_i \rightarrow w_j \), if and only if
\[
\frac{w_i \cap w_j}{w_j} > t_h \land \frac{w_i \cap w_j}{w_j} < t_h
\]

**Subcategory:** \( w_{i1} + w_{i2} + \ldots + w_{ik} \rightarrow w_j \), if and only if
\[
w_{i1} \cup w_{i2} \cup \ldots \cup w_{ik} \leftrightarrow w_j
\]
V. GRANULAR MODELING OF COMPUTING WITH WORDS

The granular computing model for information analysis (figure 1) suggests that perception based knowledge can be expressed as granulated, abstracted, and semantic enriched numeric based information. Therefore, granular computing may be used to implement perception based computing [2,3,9] through numeric computing processes performed by computers. As illustrated by the dotted lines in figure 1, given a query specified in a natural language, the knowledge base will be accessed first to determine if any exiting knowledge can directly address the query. Exiting knowledge (including both common sense and domain knowledge) is the result of past granular computing processes. If no direct answer or only a partial answer is obtained from the knowledge base, then the granular modeling process is conducted to model the query as an overall granule. Next, supporting data may be needed to decompose the overall granule into groups of granules at proper levels of granularity. Subsequently, if there are no suitable computing-with-granules methods that can be directly applied to the decomposed granules, information extraction is needed to convert the composite representation to a corresponding set of basic representations, following by numerical transformations, granulations, information abstraction, and then computing with granules. The semantic enriched results are finally presented to the user and added to the knowledge base.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we use a set of unified components to conduct granular modeling for problem solving paradigms in several fields of computing. Each identified component may represent a potential research direction in the field of granular computing. A granular computing model for information analysis is proposed. The model may suggest that granular computing is an instrument for implementing perception based computing based on numeric computing. In addition, a novel granular language modeling technique is proposed for information extraction from web pages. This paper also suggests that the study of data mining in the framework of granular computing may address the issues of interpretability and usage of discovered patterns.
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